Lenovo® recommends Windows 8.

THE NEW THINKPAD X1 CARBON ULTRABOOK

FEATHERWEIGHT. HEAVYWEIGHT.
INTRODUCING THE NEW X1 CARBON. PROFESSIONAL REDEFINED.

The lightest 14” Ultrabook in the world also gives you powerful performance and a fully-customizable interactive experience, including touch, voice and gesture control. The unique Adaptive Keyboard makes you more productive, and you’ll love the stunning WQHD display, long battery life, Intel SSD and much more. It’s the ultimate Ultrabook experience.

WHY BUY X1 CARBON?

1 INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING
Ultra-thin and lighter—thanks to durable carbon-fiber construction, innovative fan design and dust-free cooling vents.

2 TOTAL MOBILITY
Lightest 14” Ultrabook with improved battery life and a variety of options to keep you connected anywhere, anytime.

3 LEADING-EDGE USER EXPERIENCE
Unique Adaptive Keyboard dynamically transforms to suit the work you’re doing. Voice recognition and gesture control make you more efficient. Great for presentations.

4 PREMIUM PERFORMANCE AND DISPLAY
A real performer powered by Intel Core i7 processors with vPro and GT3 graphics combined with a WQHD (2560x1440) display delivers striking visuals.

WHO NEEDS AN X1 CARBON?

1 Executives looking for a premium ultrabook with the latest technology.
2 Customer-facing professionals who can use the Adaptive Keyboard, NFC, voice and gesture control for powerful presentations and dynamic client interactions.
3 Power users who need long battery life, stunning displays and premium performance.
4 Road warriors who want ultimate portability, without sacrificing durability and performance.
5 IT managers looking for trusted technology that protects their investment.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**

**PERFORMANCE**

- **Processor**
  - Intel® Core™ i7-4600U Processor (4M Cache, Up to 2.60 GHz)
  - Intel® Core™ i5-4200U Processor (3M Cache, Up to 2.90 GHz)
  - Intel® Core™ i5-4300U Processor (3M Cache, Up to 2.60 GHz)

- **Operating System**
  - Windows 8.1 (win 7 downgrade optional)

**Connectivity**

- **I/O (Input / Output ports)**
  - 2 x USB 3.0 (1 with AOU), Audio/Mic Combo
  - OneLink Dock, HDMI, MiniDP

- **WLAN**
  - Intel® Centrino® 7260 (Wilkins Peak 2 AC) 2x2 AC+ Bluetooth 4.0, Intel® Centrino® 7260 (Wilkins Peak 2) 2x2 AGN + Bluetooth 4.0, Intel 7260BN (2x2 BGN) and Bluetooth 4.0

**WLAN**

- Sierra Wireless 7355 – Gobi 5000, Ericsson HSPA+(N5321)
- Yes (optional)

- **Ethernet**
  - Native RJ45 using Ethernet Connector or USB emulation

- **Bluetooth**
  - Bluetooth 4.0 supported by WLAN module

**Green Certification**

- Energy Star 6.0
- EPEAT Gold
- 85% PCC
- CEE Tier 1

**Design**

- **Display**
  - 14.0” QHD (2560x1440), 300nit, IPS, Touch is 260nit
  - 14.0” HD+ (1600x900) 260nit, TN, (10 finger touch on WQHD only)

- **Dimensions (W X D X H)**
  - WQHD: 331.0 mm x 226.5 mm x 13.2 mm (Front) - 19.42mm (Rear), (13.03” x 8.91” x 0.52” (Front) - 0.78” (Rear)
  - WQHD Touch: 331.0 mm x 227.1 mm x 13.9 mm (Front) - 20.15mm (Rear), (13.03” x 8.94” x 0.55” (Front) - 0.79” (Rear)
  - HD+: 331.0 mm x 226.8 mm x 13.6 mm Front- 18.65mm (Rear), (13.03” x 8.92” x 0.53” (Front) - 0.77” (Rear)

- **Weight**
  - Starting at 2.8 lbs

- **Keyboard**
  - 5-row with Trackpoint (Island style, Under mount) plus Adaptive backlit keyboard keys

- **Navigation**
  - TrackPoint® and 5 Button trackpad with Glass surface (70 mm x 100 mm)

**Software**

- **Lenovo Developed Apps**
  - Lenovo Companion
  - Lenovo Settings
  - Lenovo Support
  - QuickCast
  - QuickDisplay
  - QuickControl

**Accessories**

- OneLink Dock
- Wireless Precision Mouse
- Noise-Cancelling Earbuds
- 65W DC Travel Adapter

**Lenovo Services**

- Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your ThinkPad investment. Succeed with substance, and let Lenovo’s Services support you all the way.

- **Priority Technical Support**
  - Makes your priority, our priority. 24x7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, and escalation management services.

- **Warranty Upgrades - Onsite and Next Business Day**
  - Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair service at your place of business.

- **Warranty Extensions (1 to 5 Years Total Duration)**
  - This flexible, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.

**Why ThinkPad®**

- Engineered to endure - Premium materials and layers of reinforcements protect your data even in extreme conditions
- The gold standard in reliability, since 1992
- Superior cooling, spill resistance and dust protection guard against system failure
- Thoughtful design inspired by you - Every small detail is researched and crafted by our engineers for an enhanced user experience
- Award-winning ergonomnic keyboard - Precision keyboard design for better typing comfort and accuracy
- A new level in mobility - Stylish multimode convertibles, tablets, ultra-mobile ultrabooks, performance laptops, mobile workstations: there’s a ThinkPad for every need

**1. Accidental Damage Protection**

- Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage to the integrated screen.

**2. Keep Your Drive**

- Retain your drive if it should happen to fail, giving you the peace of mind to know that your valuable data is secure.

**3. Asset Tagging**

- Systems come equipped with a professional, flexible asset tag based on your exact specifications. PCs are easily identifiable and trackable right out of the box.
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